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Nashville 2x13 Promo "It's All Wrong, But it's All Right" (HD)

Nashville 2x13 "It's All Wrong, But it's All Right" - Jeff is expecting Juliette to formally apologize for her behavior during her Grand Ole Opry ceremony, but at the last minute she has a change of heart and decides to standby the choices she's made. Luke introduces Rayna to a power player that could help her get her distribution deal off the ground, and then surprises her with a NASCAR that is wrapped in Rayna Jayme's graphics. Deacon is discovering his record deal might not be what he expected and Scarlett's collaboration with Liam gets off to a rocky start. Will and Layla discover they aren't all that different and find comfort in one another's company and Teddy will stop at nothing to reveal Lamar's connection to Peggy's death, on Nashville, Wednesday, January 29th on ABC. Subscribe to tvpromosdb on YouTube for more Nashville season 2 promos in HD!



Official website: http://abc.go.com/shows/nashville/

Official Facebook Page: https://www.facebook.com/NashvilleABC/

Official Twitter Page: https://twitter.com/Nashville_ABC/

Nashville on Amazon: http://bit.ly/NashvilleonABC



Nashville 2x13 Promo/Preview "It's All Wrong, But it's All Right"

Nashville Season 2 Episode 13 Promo

Nashville 2x13 Promo "It's All Wrong, But it's All Right" (HD)
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TV Guide
Choose per series where you want be kept informed of. For instance new episodes or start of a new season.


Discover series

Looking for new series? There must be one among the more than 21.300 series. And otherwise the community of 502.000 members can assist you.


Everything about TV-series
We have all the information about your favorite TV series. From the latest news or reviews till a list of the episodes.
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